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I. Overview of Non-Standard Submissions 

CEDARS must accommodate multiple school year submissions so school districts can update 
CEDARS data after the reporting school year has ended. CEDARS is able to accept submissions 
for previous school years. Many districts do not have the ability to generate a full submission for 
a previous year, so OSPI has developed tools for districts to create two types of “non-standard 
submissions” that can be used to update their data.  

These two types of non-standard submissions are:  

• Manual Submission – A manual submission is derived from the district’s last known good 
CEDARS submission, which is then imported into CEDARS Non-Standard Submission to be 
reviewed, manipulated, and then resubmitted. For more information, please see the 
CEDARS Non-Standard Submission Guide here: 
http://k12.wa.us/CEDARS/NonstandardSubmissionApp.aspx. 

• Delta Submission – A delta submission looks much like a regular CEDARS submission, except 
it only includes the records that will be modified, rather than information on the whole 
school year. You must have a Student Information System (SIS) that can export the delta 
submission format. CEDARS pulls the district’s last known good submission on that school 
year and merges it with the records in the delta submission to create a new submission.    

 
Both of these processes require the district user to have access to the application called 
“CEDARS Non-Standard Submission.” To access this application, you must have the “CEDARS 
District Administrator” role. If you do not have this role, please contact your District Data 
Security Manager. 

In order to utilize CEDARS Non-Standard, the district must have submitted a full and complete 
CEDARS submission for the school year being modified. This Last Known Good (LKG) submission 
will provide the foundation for which all delta and manual submissions are built upon. 

 

II. Delta Submissions 

A. Creating a Delta Submission  

To create a delta submission, you must have a Student Information System (SIS) that can 
support the delta submission.  

This Delta CEDARS Submission should contain student records that need to have changes 
reported to CEDARS. A Delta Submission allows the submission of only changed student 
records. A school district may choose to submit only changed records instead of the full 
history for the school year. This should reduce the number of records in this submission.  

Records included in the DELTA submission are only required to contain the KEY data 
elements and any data elements that are being changed or updated. Data elements that are 
neither KEYs nor being updated need not be included but instead can be represented with 

http://k12.wa.us/CEDARS/NonstandardSubmissionApp.aspx
https://eds.ospi.k12.wa.us/SecurityManagerList.aspx
https://eds.ospi.k12.wa.us/SecurityManagerList.aspx
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the character string (/) [This string of 3 characters consisting of an open parenthesis (, then 
a slash /, then a close parenthesis ). This is intended to be a string of characters that 

simulates the circle with a line through it symbol ]. Using this string of characters 
indicates no change to this data element, use the last submitted value. The non-standard 
submission process WILL NOT do a full record replacement, but will only replace data 
elements within the last known good submission with data elements in the Delta submission 
record that are not equal to (/). If a delta submission record contains a (/) in a non-key field, 
the process will leave the value that was in that data element from the last known good 
submission. 

NOTE: STUDENT GRADE HISTORY will be unchanged and will still require all records for a 
single student to be submitted as complete and total records. All records for that student 
will be replaced with the DELTA submission for that student. Student Grade History MUST 
contain all data and all records for a single student (using the key of SSID) to successfully 
perform a DELTA blend. 

Within the files, the records must maintain certain elements, called Key Fields, exactly as 
reported in the last successful standard CEDARS submission (Last Known Good submission 
or LKG submission) in order for CEDARS to identify the records to update. Those elements 
are listed in the beginning of the CEDARS Data Manual for each school year under Data 
Element Summary.   

 
 

B. Uploading a Delta Submission to OSPI  

Delta submissions are uploaded automatically by your SIS or generated by your SIS then 
uploaded manually to the SFTP site by you.  

The naming convention of the Delta submission zip file is as follows:  
[County-District Code]_ [School Code]_CEDARSDELTA_[YYYYMMDD]_[FULLSCHOOLYR].ZIP  
[County-District Code] Five Digit county-district code. Include leading zeros where 
necessary.  
[School Code] This space should always be “0000”. [YYYYMMDD] Date of the extract. All 
text files within the zip file must have the same date of extract.  
[FULLSCHOOLYR] School Year data represents. All text files within the zip file must have the 
same school year reported.  
Example Delta Submission filename: 12345_0000_CEDARSDELTA_20100906_20102011.zip 

 
With the exception of the zip file naming convention, the delta submission should conform 
to the CEDARS Submission file header and format as defined in the latest CEDARS Data 
Manual for the given school year. 
 
When uploading manually, send the delta submission through the regular CEDARS SFTP 
process. Make sure that your delta name follows the CEDARSDELTA naming conventions 
detailed earlier in this document.  

http://k12.wa.us/CEDARS/Manuals.aspx
http://k12.wa.us/CEDARS/Manuals.aspx
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C. How the Delta Submission is processed by OSPI 

When a district submits a delta submission, the CEDARS Non-Standard Submission 
application in EDS compares those delta files to the Last Known Good submission from your 
district for the selected school year. During that comparison any record that cannot be 
matched with a record from the last known good submission will be rejected, however any 
record that can be matched will be accepted. The combined file is then available in CEDARS 
Non-Standard later that day (note, it does NOT generate a regular CEDARS submission at 
this point). Check the Import Data tab, Import Archive section to monitor the status of your 
delta submission. 

 

D. Checking for errors 

To check whether the delta submission succeeded, log in to EDS and select “CEDARS Non-
Standard Submission” from your list of applications. Select your school district and the 
school year your delta submission is for.  

Select the “Import Data” tab at the top, then the “Import Archive” link on the left menu. If 
the import is still in progress, you will see a box labeled “Current Import”. When the import 
finishes, you will see information on the status of that import. It will either read 
“DeltaLoadSuccess” or “Error”. 

An unsuccessful delta submission will not process and no blending or creation of a new 
submission will occur. An error message will be generated and will alert the user that delta 
submission was not processed. This will allow school districts the opportunity to validate the 
records they need to correct before attempting any additional delta submissions. 

When this processing is completed, districts review the outcome of their delta submission 
by looking at the “Delta REJECTED Records Report” page. Here the user can see and 
download the records from their last delta submission that were REJECTED. See below for 
an example of the report.  
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E. Finalizing a Delta Submission for processing into CEDARS 

 
Once the delta submission has loaded to the CEDARS Non-Standard Submission application 
and the Delta Rejected Records have been reviewed, there are a few more steps before any 
data is submitted to CEDARS.  

You may use the features in the “Edit Files” tab to edit the contents of your delta 
submission. You may also simply submit the newly formed submission to CEDARS. The Edit 
Files tab has the following features: Edit Data, Update Merged SSIDs, and SSID Mass Update. 
For more information about the Edit Files tab, please see the CEDARS Non-Standard 
Submission Guide here: http://k12.wa.us/CEDARS/NonstandardSubmissionApp.aspx.  

To submit the submission, click on the Submit Files tab, then click on the Submit button. The 
blended results of the delta submission and the last known good submission, plus any 
changes made in Edit Files, is sent to the CEDARS File Submission drop zone and then 
processed and loaded into CEDARS like any other submission. The rest of the delta process is 
no different than the normal CEDARS submission processor: wait a few hours, check the 

http://k12.wa.us/CEDARS/NonstandardSubmissionApp.aspx
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submission for errors in CEDARS, check the submission the next day, review and override 
the logical delete threshold if necessary, and run reports to validate that the data is correct.  

A delta CEDARS submission for one school year will not affect a normal submission for 
another school year. NEW APRIL 2016: CEDARS can now process one CEDARS submission 
per day, per school year, per district. Meaning, if a school district sends a 2015-16 CEDARS 
Submission and a 2011-12 CEDARS Non-Standard submission on the same day, CEDARS will 
process and load both. However, if you submit multiple submissions for the same school 
year in the same day, CEDARS will only process and load the most recent file submitted that 
day. 
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Log into EDS Application
CEDARS Non-Standard 

Submission

Processing of a CEDARS 
DELTA submission from the 

viewpoint of a DISTRICT

Import Data tab, 
check DELTA Status 

message

Check DELTA 
Rejected Records 

Report under 
Import Data

Use Edit Files tab to 
edit, add, and 
delete records

Click on ‘Submit Files’ tab 
and click ‘SUBMIT’

You have now finished sending 
CEDARS a completed DELTA 

submission. CEDARS will process this 
submission overnight.

Submit DELTA 
Submission to OSPI

Message “Current Import” 
means still loading, check back later

Message “Success”

Rejected records are 
critical to my 
submission

Yes, district will resubmit 
new DELTA file

No, district will 
continue loading 

records NOT rejected

Create DELTA
CEDARS Submission
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See a DELTA 
submission for a 

district.

Grab the DELTA 
submission and grab 
the LAST KNOWN 

GOOD (LKG) 
submission from the 
same district for the 
same school year as 

the DELTA.

For each record in each DELTA 
submission file, look up that record (using 

the KEY data) in the corresponding file 
from the LKG submission 

Does each record in the DELTA 
file match to EXACTLY 1 record 

in the LKG?

Take each record from the DELTA file 
and for every data element in that 
record that does NOT contain the 

character string (/), replace the data in 
the matching LKG record with the data 

from the DELTA

Save the resulting BLENDED 
file as if it were a new 
COMPLETE CEDARS 

SUBMISSION

Set the STATUS flag in the EDS 
application CEDARS NON-

STANDARD SUBMISSION to 
‘DeltaLoadSuccess’

Move unmatched or duplicate 
records into REJECTED records 

report.  DO NOT INCLUDE IN 
BLENDED RESULTS.

Set the STATUS flag in the EDS 
application CEDARS NON-

STANDARD SUBMISSION to 
‘Current Import’

NO
Can’t find a

DELTA record
Or 

Found more 
Than one 

match

YES all DELTA records
Match 1-1 with LKG

Done
End processing

Wait for someone to go into CEDARS 
NON-STANDARD SUBMISSION and 

click SUBMIT

Someone Clicked SUBMIT in 
the CEDARS NON-

STANDARD SUBMISSION 
application

Export the result of BLENDING 
the DELTA with the LKG to the 
CEDARS FTP Site as a normal 
full CEDARS Submission for the 

identified school year

Done

Processing of a 
CEDARS DELTA submission 
From the viewpoint of OSPI
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